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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 1 be a fixed prime number and G be a finitely generated nilpotent 
pro-l group such that G(k)/G(k + 1) is a free Z,-module of finite rank 
Pa 11, {W)},,, being the descending central series of G. Furthermore, 
assume that G is the quotient of a free pro-l group by a characteristic sub- 
group. Let $2 = Aut G denote the group of bi-continuous automorphisms of 
G and 
M: Q + Aut(G/G(2)) 
be the canonical homomorphism. Then, it can be shown that ,I/‘ is surjec- 
tive, hence we have a short exact sequence 
1 + Ker .N + Q + Aut(G/G(2)) + 1. (*I 
Furthermore, there exists an automorphism (T, of G such that 
XbY = Y  I I (1 <i<r) 
for a given generator system {x, , . . . . x,} of G and c1 E Z: satisfying 
%‘#l (1 <j<m-2). 
Here, m - 1 is the class of G, i.e., it is the least integer such that G(m) = 
{ 1 }. Then, our result is the following 
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THEOREM. Assume that 12 m. Then, the exact sequence (*) splits, i.e., 
there exists a subgroup H of Q such that 
HnKerN= {I}, 
Im(,lrl H) = Aut(G/G(2)). 
More precisely, we can take C(cr,), the centralizer of oE in Sz, as the sub- 
group H and C(a,) is independent of a(. 
As G/G(2) is a free Z,-module of finite rank r, Aut(G/G(2)) is isomorphic 
to GL,(Z,), the group of Z,-valued points of a reductive algebraic group. 
Furthermore, under a weaker assumption on G (in particular without 
assuming that 12 m), it can be proved that Ker N is a nilpotent pro-l 
group, (See Section 1 (A).) Thus, C(a,) gives an analogue of a Levi 
subgroup of Q. 
We shall briefly explain the method of proving Theorem and the outline 
of this paper. That C(o,) n Ker N = { 1) will be proved comparatively 
easily under a weaker assumption on G. (See Section 1 (B).) The rest of 
Theorem turns out to solve equations in G. (See Section 4, Lemma.) 
Although we do not state this explicitly, these equations can be solved by 
using the Campbell-Hausdorff formula if we assume that 12 m. But this 
proof does not seem to clarify the crucial point of (the proof of) the Theorem. 
As the use of the Campbell-Hausdorff formula suggests, the theory of “Lie 
algebras” of nilpotent pro-l groups lies in that proof. This theory gives, in 
particular, the fact that Q can be identified with a linear 1-adic Lie group 
and C(a,) is nothing but a Levi subgroup of 52. So, we adopt the method 
of using this theory and summarize them in Section 2. The proof of 
Theorem will be completed in Section 3. If we do not assume that 1 B m, the 
theorem does not hold in general. Such an example will be given in 
Section 4. 
The automorphism groups of a free pro-l group or the pro-l completion 
of the fundamental group of a compact Riemann surface have been studied 
in connection with Galois representations (Asada and Kaneko [l], 
Deligne [3], Ihara [4-61, Kaneko [7,8], Kohno and Oda [9], Oda 
[ 12, 133). But our knowledge about these groups is not great. Although we 
do not have an application of the above theorem to Galois representations 
at present, this work will be given as a preliminary for investigations on 
Galois representations. 
1. SOME ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF THE AUTOMORPHISM GROUP 
Let 1 be a fixed prime number and G be a pro-l group. We denote by Q 
the group of bi-continuous automorphisms of G. The group Q can be 
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naturally identified with &J Aut(G/N), where N runs over all open charac- 
teristic subgroups of G. Hence, Q is a profinite group. 
(A) Let 
be the descending central series of G, i.e., G(k + 1) = [G, G(k)] (k 2 l), 
[ , ] being the commutator. 
In this subsection, we assume that G satisfies the following three condi- 
tions: 
(i) G is (topologically) finitely generated. 
(ii) G is nilpotent 
(iii) For k> 1, grkG= G(k)/G(k+ 1) is a free Z,-module of finite 
rank. 
By (ii), there exists a positive integer m such that G(m) = {l}. As our 
interest lies in the case that G is non-abelian, we assume that m > 3. We 
note that grkG (k > 1) is a pro-l abelian group so that it has the natural 
structure of a Zrmodule. Moreover, under condition (i), it is easily verified 
that grkG is finitely generated. So, the essential content of condition (iii) is 
that grkG is torsion-free. 
Put 
Q(k)= {a~52/x0x-‘~G(k+1)Vx~G} (O<k<m- 1). 
Then, Q(k) (0 d k d m - 1) are closed normal subgroups of Sz and 
Q=Q(O)352(1)3 ... zQ(m-2)xQ(m-l)= (1). 
PROPOSITION 1. (i) The filtration {Q(k)}T:d of D is central, i.e., 
[Q(i), Q(j)1 c Q(i +A (O<i,j<m- 1). 
(Zfi+j>m-l,SZ(i+j)shouldberegardedas {l}.) 
(ii) For 1 d kdm- 2, Q(k)/Q(k + 1) is a free Zrmodule of finite 
rank. 
The proof of Proposition 1 is completely parallel to that of [l, 
Theorem 11, so we omit the proof. 
COROLLARY. The group Q( 1) is a pro-l group which is finitely generated, 
nilpotent, and torsion-free. 
(B) Let 
.N: Q -+ Aut(G/G(2)) 
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be the canonical homomorphism. By definition, the kernel of JV” is Q( 1). 
(See (A).) In addition to the conditions (i)-(iii) in (A), we also assume that 
(iv) there exist an element rrsr of Sz and a finite set of topological 
generators {x1, . . . . x,} of G satisfying 
xI’=,q (1 <i<r). 
Here, a is an element of ZF such that 
aJ# 1 (1 <jQrn-2). (1) 
Then, we have the following 
PROPOSITION 2. C(a,) n l2( 1) = { 1 }. H ere, C(a,) denotes the centralizer 
of a, in 52. 
Proof, This is essentially a known result (cf. [4, proof of Corollary of 
Proposition 81, [ 1, Corollary of Proposition 41). We shall give a proof 
here for the sake of completeness. We abbreviate the suffix and write simply 
a instead of a%. 
Let p be an element of C(a) n Q( 1). Then, 
x(ip = xYD I (l<i<r). 
As p E Q( l), there exist u,, . . . . u, E G(2) such that 
(2) 
x’ = xivj (16i6r). 
Then, the equality (2) is equivalent to the equality 
(x;uJZ = x:vy (1 <i<r). (2)’ 
Assume that 2 d k 6 m - 1 and that vi E G(k) (1 < i < r). It suffices to show 
that ui E G(k + 1). Since ui E G(k) is central modulo G(k + 1) and a acts on 
grkG as multiplication by ak, we obtain from (2)’ that 
Up E 1 mod G(k + 1). 
By assumption, grkG is torsion-free and ak - a = t((ak-i - 1) # 0. Thus, 
ui E G(k + 1) (1 < i < r) and the proof is completed. 
(C) In this subsection, we shall give a criterion for the existence of 
the “s$alar-like” automorphism. (This result will not be used in the rest of 
this paper.) Here, we assume condition (ii) and that 
(v) there exists an element a of 52 satisfying 
XOEXZ mod G(2) VXEG, 
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where TV is an element of Zy such that 
a’ f 1 mod 1 (l< j<m- 1). (3) 
(By condition (3), in particular, that I> m is automatically assumed.) 
Then, we have the following 
PROPOSITION 3. Let x be any element of G. Then, there exists an element 
u of G(2) such that 
(xuy = (xuy. 
Furthermore, this u is uniquely determined by x. 
Remark. Let {x1, . . . . x, } be a set of topological generators of G and let 
U, be the element determined by x, (1 < i < r) (by Proposition 3). Then, 
{ x1 ul, . . . . x,u,} is also a set of topological generators of G by the Burnside 
basis theorem. Thus, condition (v) implies condition (iv) for the set of 
generators (xlul, . . . . x,24,}. 
Proof of Proposition 3. Assume that 2 <k < m - 1 and that 
xc z xa mod G(k). 
To prove the proposition, it suffices to show that there exists a unique 
element u of G(k) such that 
(Xuy = (XV)= mod G( k + 1). (4) 
Since u is central modulo G(k + 1) and (r acts on grkG as multiplication by 
ak, the congruence (4) is equivalent to the congruence 
V 
ak-,_ (xux-z)-l mod G(k + 1). (4)’ 
By assumption, the right-hand side belongs to G(k) and grkG is a 
&-module. Moreover, !xk - cx = a(~~- ’ - 1) E Z:. Thus, there exists a 
unique element u of G(k) satisfying (4)‘. 
2. NILPOTENT PRO-~ GROUPS AND THEIR LIE ALGEBRAS 
To prove the theorem, we need the “Lie algebra” g over Z, of a finitely 
generated nilpotent pro-l group G (with the class less than I) and the fact 
that the group of bi-continuous automorphisms of G is isomorphic to the 
automorphism group of g. These may be well known (cf., e.g., Bourbaki [2, 
Chap. II, Exercises Section 8841, Lazard [ 10, Chap. II], Weil [ 141). In this 
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section, we shall briefly summarize them. Although the proofs are omitted, 
we mention here that the main tool for the proofs is the explicit 
Campbell-Hausdorff formula. For this and the basic results on free Lie 
algebras, we refer the readers to [Z, Chap. II]. 
(A) Let G be a pro-l group generated by X,, . . . . X, (Y 3 1) which is 
nilpotent with the class m - 1, i.e., m is the least integer such that 
G(m) = { 1 }. Let F be the free pro-l group of rank Y generated by x,, . . . . x,. 
Then, there exists a surjective continuous homomorphism $: F+ G such 
that $(x,)=X; (1 ~idr). This induces an isomorphism F/RrG(R=Ker $), 
under which we identify G with F/R. As G(m) = {l}, F(m) c R. In the rest 
of this section, we assume that I > m. 
We shall define the “Lie algebra” of G. Let C = {X,, . . . . X,} be a finite set 
of Y elements. Let L denote the free Lie algebra on C over Z, and let A 
denote the free associative algebra on Z over Z,. As A is the universal 
enveloping algebra of L, we identify L with its canonical image in A. For 
k20, let Lck) ( resp. Ack’) be the homogeneous degree k component of L 
(resp. A). Put 
z = n L’k’, 
k30 
d= n A’k) @ Q, 
k20 a 
Then, 2 (resp. ~4) is nothing but the ring of non-commutative formal 
power series in r variables X,, . . . . X, with coefficients in Z, (resp. a,). 
We regard 1 and A as included in d. Furthermore, we denote by I the 
two-sided ideal of & generated by X,, . . . . X,. Set 
f!= 
i 
u= 1 aiE&[uiEL(i)(l dj<m-l),aiEL(j) @ Q,(jam) , 
j> 1 a i 
Pk= {a~!+~~=0 (1 <j<k-1)) (1 <k<m). 
(If k = 1, I!, means 2.) Then, !i? is a Lie algebra over Z, and each ck 
(1 <k<m) is an ideal off?. 
Put 1 + ui = exp Xi (1 6 i d r), where exp: I+ 1 + I is the usual exponen- 
tial map. Then, &’ ( = O,[ [X,, . . . . X,]] “,=,) can be naturally identified with 
QICCh? ...? %lln.c.. As is well-known (Lazard [Ill, Chap. II, 3]), there 
exists a (continuous) injective homomorphism 
1: F+ Z,CCu,, . . . . ~rl1n.c 
xi -+ 1 + ui (1 <i<r). 
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By using the explicit Campbell-Hausdorff formula, we can show that the 
sets exp Q!, = {exp a I a E !i!,} (1 d k 6 m) are subgroups of the multiplicative 
group 1 + Z and that the image of F under i is contained in exp f?. 
Furthermore, we can show that 1 induces an isomorphism from F/F(m) to 
exp L?/exp Q,,,. (Injectivity follows from the fact that F(m) = Fn (1 + I”). 
Surjectivity is reduced to those of gr’Y F(k)/F(k + 1) + exp Q!,/exp f?!k + , 
(1 d k <m - 1 ), which can be proved by induction.) Since the map exp is 
bijective, there exists a subset 94 of f! containing Q?, such that l(R/F(m)) --r 
exp %/exp f?,,,. The set exp 9? is a normal subgroup of exp L?, and we can 
show that the set % is an ideal of f?. Thus, we have the following 
THEOREM A. The homomorphism I induces an isomorphism 
F/R 5 exp g!/exp %, 
where % is an ideal of !I?!. 
In view of this theorem, we call the quotient Lie algebra g = 21% the Lie 
algebra of F/R. 
(B) We shall study the group of (bi-continuous) automorphisms of 
F/R. In the following, we identify F/R with exp QJexp ‘94 by the above 
isomorphism. Let o be an automorphism of F/R. We define the map 
a* : 21% + 21% by the formula 
a(exp S) = exp a,(s), (5) 
where denotes the class in exp f?/exp ‘%. The well-definedness of the 
map a* is immediately verified and we can show that the map a.+ is an 
automorphism of the Lie algebra Q/‘%. Therefore, we have a map 
d: Aut(F/R) -+ Aut(g/%) 
a+a*. 
(6) 
It is easy to see that this is a homomorphism. Then, we have the following 
THEOREM B. The map d is an isomorphism. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 
Let G be a pro-l group generated by X,, . . . . 2, satisfying conditions 
(i)-(iii) in Section 1 (A). We assume that r is the minimum. Let F be the 
free pro-l group of rank r generated by x,, . . . . x,. As in Section 2, we iden- 
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tify G with F/R, R being a closed normal subgroup of F. In the following, 
we also assume that 
(vi) R is a characteristic subgroup of F. 
Before proving the theorem, we give some direct consequences of this con- 
dition. First, let a be any element of Z: and c (=a,) be the automorphism 
of F which sends each x, to x7 (1 6 i < r). By assumption (vi), c stabilizes 
R and induces an automorphism of G, which we also denote by U. So 
condition (vi) implies condition (iv) in Section 1. Second, as every 
automorphism ‘of F induces an automorphism of G, the canonical 
homomorphism N is surjective by the Burnside basis theorem. 
Proof of Theorem. We assume that CI satisfies (1) i.e., a’# 1 
(1 < j< m - 2). By Proposition 2, it remains to show that M(C(a)) = 
Aut(G/G(2)). Let g = f?/‘% be the Lie algebra of F/R. We identify Aut(F/R) 
with Aut g via the map (6). As a Lie algebra, g is generated by (the class 
of) X,, . . . . X, and 
0*(X;) = ax, (1 bi<r). (7) 
Here, o.+ =d(a) is defined by (5). 
Now> cdg(2) (g(2) = Cs 91) is a free Z,-module with a basis 
{Ximod g(2)),,,,,. For each A = (a,,) E GL,(Z,), put 
T*(Xi)= c QJ, (1 di<r). (8) 
,=l 
As g is a quotient of a free Lie algebra by a characteristic ideal, it follows 
that z* defines an automorphism of g. Let r be the automorphism of F/R 
corresponding to t* . Then, by (7) and (8), 7: belongs to C(a) and 
x;+“(~) E x’f” . . . . f” r mod G(2) (1 <i<r). 
Thus, M(C(o)) = Aut(G/G(2)) and the proof is completed. 
4. AN EXAMPLE IN THE CASE OF 1< m 
In the case of 1 cm, C(a,) does not necessarily give a splitting of the 
exact sequence (*). In this section, we shall give such an example. 
As before, let G be a pro-l group satisfying (i)-(iii) in Section 1 and (vi) 
in Section 3. The group G/G(2) is a free &-module with a basis 
{-fimod W)}lGi,,. By this basis, we identify Aut(G/G(2)) with GL,(Z,). 
Let c( be any element of Z: and (T, be the automorphism of G defined in 
Section 3. We first prove the following 
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LEMMA. Let A = (ali) be an element of GL,(Z,). Then, N(C(a,)) con- 
tains A if and only if there exist ii,, . . . . ii, E G(2) satisfying 
(ef’;“q2.. qfrQ;)E = q4’qh’. . yy4$” (1 <i<r). (9) 
Proof Let t be any element of Sz. Then, X(t) = A and T belongs to 
C(o,) if and only if 
f’ = p’lx”” 
I _ , 2L...xy mod G(2) (1 <i<r) (10) 
az = Ta. (11) 
By the Burnside basis theorem and assumption (vi), there exists an 
automorphism z of G such that 
,j’ = f”‘Lf”‘2 
I ‘I 2 p$j r I (10)' 
with Ui E G(2) (1 6 i < r). The equality (11) is equivalent to the equality 
q’ = .f:” (1 <i<r). (11)’ 
As Xp’ = (X:)“, combining (10)’ with (1 l)‘, we see that the existence of r E Q 
and satisfying (10) and (11) is equivalent to the existence of u,, . . . . U, E G(2) 
satisfying (9). 
Now the equality (9) in G can be rewritten as the congruence in F 
(xyxy . . . xp;)a E xy@‘xy+‘. . . xpp mod R (l<i<r), (12) 
where U, , . . . . U, are elements of F(2). 
Let us consider the case G = F/F(3) with r = 2 and I = 2. Then, 
G=G(~)IG(~)IG(~)= {I}, 
so that we have m = 3. The group G(2)/G(3) is a free Z,-module of rank 1 
generated by [x,, x2]. 
PROPOSITION 4. Assume that u # 1. Then, C(a,) is independent of a and 
the homomorphism NI c(O,j gives an isomorphism 
C(a,)-{AtGL,(Z,,,A=(~ (f) or (y i)mod2}. 
Proof As R = F(3) and the elements of F(2) are central modulo F(3), 
the congruence (12) can be rewritten as 
qu,y” E X~~~,ZX~~~,l(XqilX~2)a mod F(3) (i= 1, 2). 
By using the general congruence 
xxya = [x, y] “2a(s ‘) (xy)” mod F( 3) x,y~F 
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(cf., e.g., [4, Chap. I, Section 41) and the fact that G acts on F(2)/F(3) as 
multiplication by LX~, we have 
&- 1) = I -X2 -aa,2[X;u,l, xr;,,x~2]l/zx(?~ 1) x;uI2 
z cx, > %I - wa(~ ~ 1) Uil~,Z mod F(3) (i= 1, 2). 
This congruence has a solution ui = [x, , x2] ~“2uJ’azZ, which is independent 
of IX, if and only if aj, ui2 = 0 mod 2 (i = 1, 2). From this and by Proposi- 
tion 2, Proposition 4 follows immediately. 
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